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Chapterr 4 TKa Representat ion of I n d i an -Health and Beau ty Products in tke Advertising Acedia 

Tkee Representation of Dnd'xcxn -Healtk and Beauty 

"Products"Products in tke Advertising A^dia: 

Xradition,, A^odemity and Alature102 

Thatt India is now a big city culture and certainly in my generation and much more so in 
subsequentt generations, that India includes large amounts of what you may call adulterated 
material.. (...) For me this notion of hybridity, of melange, of things being mixed together, has 
beenn essential (Salman Rushdie in India Today 1997 July 14). 

Thee marketing of Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals has substantially determined the way the 
Indiann public looks upon its medical traditions. Indian medicines are not only the fresh drugs pre-
scribedd by a professional 'naturalist' (Zimmerman 1995a) or the home remedies prepared in Indian 
kitchens,, but increasingly high tech products associated with factories and laboratories (cf. Laping 
1984).1033 Their ambiguity challenges dichotomies which have been too easily taken for granted such 
ass 'Western-indigenous' and 'traditional-modern'. The de-reification of these constructed 
dichotomiess will eventually force us to adapt our view on medical pluralism, because the term 'mod-
ern'' can also be applied to Indian health traditions such as Ayurveda and Unani tibb. Indeed, seem-
inglyy opposing meanings are attached to Indian health products that are traditional and modern at 
thee same time. Though Ayurvedic and Unani preparations have their roots in classical sciences they 
aree increasingly produced, researched and marketed along modern lines. Especially large companies 
whichh get most of their sales from selling consumer brands straight to the public through heavy 
advertisingg and promotional campaigns have been instrumental in the reworking of traditional med-
iciness into modern health products. 

InIn this chapter I analyse the projection of Ayurvedic and Unani consumer brands in popular media 
advertisementss and promotional brochures aimed at the general public. Advertisements of Dabur, 
Zanduu and Hamdard for their best selling consumer brands inform my cultural analyses of the image 
builtt around Indian health and beauty products. This discussion excludes the Himalaya Drug 
Companyy and the Arya Vaidya Sala, the other two firms which I have studied in depth, because the 
formerr has specialised in biomedical-provider drugs and the latter does not advertise its classical med-
iciness to the general public (see Chapter 2.2). How do these large manufacturers of consumer brands 
'managee the paradox of being natural and traditional, while remaining contemporary', as one of 
Dabur'ss directors put it (G.C. Burman, Dabur.com September 2000)? Analysis of promotional mate-
riall  as well as interviews with managers will provide us with insight into the dialectic relationship 
betweenn tradition and modernity, which marks Indian health traditions and Indian society today. 
Besides,, to sell their products to the general public manufacturers have to tap into popular Indian 
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notionss of health and disease. Therefore, advertisements for Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals will 
alsoo provide a window on how the Indian public looks upon these phenomena. Before I start my 
analysess of soliciting texts with three examples taken from promotional materials of Dabur, Hamdard 
andd Zandu, I briefly discuss which kind of consumers these advertisements want to attract. This dis-
cussionn is only tentative because manufacturers and not consumers are the object of my study.104 

4.11 Advertisements, Consumerism and the Middle Classes105 

Inn May 1998 India Today, a prominent Indian weekly with 15.9 million readers, contained an adver-
tisingg special on Ayurvedic medicines. It included five pages with advertisements and small articles 
aboutt three companies. Allen Laboratories presented its capsules for fighting dandruff, hair loss and 
prematuree greying by toning up the stomach and liver. Baidyanath, a large North Indian company 
establishedd in 1918, selected five products out of its range of five hundred: two rasayanas (tonics, 
vitalisers),, a medicinal tooth powder, a digestive, and a medicine for the treatment of dysmenorrhoea. 
Daburr restricted itself to a food supplement and Pudin Mara, a digestive already mentioned in their 
therapeuticc index of 1930. Most Ayurvedic and Unani medicines don't find their way to patients and 
consumerss through the prescriptions of traditional healers. I estimate that at the moment eighty to 
ninetyy percent of Ayurvedic and Unani pharmaceuticals are directly sold to consumers by retailers 
suchh as chemists, small grocers as well as supermarkets and beauty parlours. This reality differs from 
thee image of the scholarly traditional healer who prescribed medicines after carefully having exam-
inedd his patients. Self-medication seems to be the rule for most Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals. 
Onee of the reasons is the fact that a large majority of the students who finish their education at one 
off  the colleges of Ayurveda or Unani tibb start to practice western medicine. Rather than promoting 
thee cause of traditional medicine by offering teaching facilities and stimulating confidence in Indian 
medicinee the more than 'hundred badly funded Ayurvedic and Unani colleges' have mainly func-
tionedd as 'backdoors', i.e. backdoor entrances, to the practice of western medicine for those who 
failedd to get access to western medical training (interview with the director of a large Indian NGO, 
Bangaloree 1997 January 5; see also Leslie 1992: 184). The larger part of the training in these 'tradi-
tionall  colleges' is usually in western medicine and allied modern sciences. Following graduation stu-
dentss will make use mainly of western disease categories and medical prescriptions. Therefore, the 
practicee of institutionally trained Ayurvedic and Unani physicians often does not differ from that of 
biomedicallyy trained physicians.106 Indeed, the prestige of modern medicine as well as the lack of 
properr training in traditional medicine has deprived the traditional pharmaceutical industry of physi-
cianss for the prescription of their products.107 Another reason for the dominance of over-the-counter 
marketingg is the large number of medicines for common diseases like cough and body aches, as well 
ass tonics and cosmetics in the product range of most companies. At least from a modern perspective 
onee could argue that for these products a prescription is not needed. 
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Thee profusion of advertisements for Unani and Ayurvedic pharmaceuticals complements the increasing 
consumerismm that marks India in the 1990s. Producers of Indian medicines advertise widely for their 
products.. Different media are used including television, radio, cinema, billboards, neon signs, print 
media,, beauty contests, sales exhibitions and even 'international' scientific conferences. Advertisements 
forr Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals are also seen in the streets of India's cities. A walk through Delhi 
provess my point. A police boat carries the name of the largest producer of Unani medicines. An 
Ayurvedicc company uses city buses for drawing the public attention to its 'brain tonic'. Above Chandni 
Chowk,, the famous bazaar in the old city towers an advertisement for an Ayurvedic hair oil that cools 
thee brain. Along Delhi's Ring Road an Unani company uses the road demarcations to advertise its 
Ayurvedicc health tonic demonstrating the intertwining of Indian medical traditions. Because of the 
costss involved these advertisements are usually for the most 'fast-moving' products of the companies. 
Forr other consumer brands an army of salespeople tries to influence retailers to 'counter-push' their 
productss (see Chapter 1.3 and Chapter Two). These retailers get financial incentives and are offered 
signboardss that carry the name of the shop next to images of some medicines made by the company 
thatt offers the signboard. Product brochures are placed on the counter and carry the statement 'For 
medicall  practitioners only'. This indicates the importance companies attach to maintaining a medical 
imagee for their products although it does not deter them from selling them straight to patients. 

Whoo are the customers to whom these commercial messages must appeal?108 In contrast to India's 
moree advanced hard liquor industry, producers of indigenous pharmaceuticals have just started col-
lectingg statistical data about their customers.109 It was only recently that the Himalaya Drug 
Company,, a large producer of Ayurvedic medicines that is known for its progressive marketing and 
production,, hired a marketing firm to collect socio-economic data about consumers and evaluate 
theirr reactions to advertisements for Ayurvedic Concepts, the company's new over-the-counter prod-
uctt line. Even large companies like Dabur and Hamdard remain largely dependent upon piecemeal 
dataa collected by their sales staff when they visit retailers. This fact is illustrated by the assistant 
managerr of Dabur Research Foundation who said 'Occasionally we dispense one of our new products 
too a sample of around four hundred people and ask them their opinion. However, such systematic 
studiess are still exceptional in the Ayurvedic industry'.110 Though members of the lower middle class 
andd daily wage earners are certainly important customers for Hamdard, Dabur and Zandu, consumer 
brandss are 'increasingly marketed to the urban educated middle class' (head marketing Dabur Health 
Caree Products, interview Delhi November 1997). Newspaper articles, advertisements and industry 
statements'' indicate that people like bureaucrats, business executives and lecturers have become an 
importantt new consumer market for indigenous medicines. This trend is also reflected in the price of 
somee of branded products, as a statement of the assistant advertising manager of Hamdard illus-
trates:: 'only the relatively rich can afford to buy our brain tonic Rogham Shirin on a regular basis' 
(assistantt advertising manager of Hamdard, interview Delhi February 1999). The recent release of a 
Cd-Romm entitled 'Ayurveda Authentica' by Dabur also suggests that educated middle class consumers 
aree an important target for these companies' marketing efforts. In their campaigns Ayurvedic and 
Unanii  firms capitalise on anxieties among the better-off about side-effects caused by western medi-
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einess and offer 'gentle' remedies for chronic ailments such as hypertension and diabetes, health prob-
lemss that affect the richer strata of Indian society. 

Cyavanapras,Cyavanapras, a general health tonic produced and marketed by Dabur, Zandu and Hamdard, is the 
bestt known Ayurvedic tonic. It is named after a sage who was its first user. The sage obtained the 
tonicc from the Asvins, the physicians of the gods, after losing his eye-sight and vigour due to an over-
curiouss and sexually demanding princess (Banerji 1971:29-31). Though many Ayurvedic and Unani 
companiess sell this product, Dabur is the largest producer of cyavanapras•.'" Due to heavy advertising 
onn television and in the print media the product has had a great impact upon the popular image of 
traditionall medicine in India. In India Dabur Chyawanprash is often seen as the symbol of corn-
modificationn of Indian medicine as a statement by a manager of Dabur testifies: 'after Dabur turned 
cyavanaprascyavanapras into a commodified family tonic the number of buyers rose to twenty-five million. The 
productt familiarised the Indian middle class with Ayurveda as a codified tradition' (assistant man
agerr Dabur Research Foundation, interview Delhi December 1997). In an advertisement in India 
Todayy Dabur emphasises the health benefits of the product by stating: 

Modernn Science has ample evidence today to prove that the unique immunomodulatory action 
off Dabur Chyawanprash restores the balance of antibodies. (...) It has powerful anti-oxidants 
whichh neutralise the harmful effects of modern living. Protecting you from illness. Making you 
stronger.. From within. (...) Based on the 3000-year old Ayurvedic recipe in Charaka Samhita, for
tifiedd with 48 herbs, roots, fresh fruits and minerals. Completely natural, free from side effects 
(Indiaa Today, 1999 May 10). 

Bothh Ayurveda and Unani tibb attach great importance to enhancing vigour and disease resistance. 
Emaciation,, the wasting away of body constituents, is viewed as the blue print for disease (cf. 
Zimmermannn 1991, 1987). This explains the large number of tonics marketed by the indigenous 
industry.. The sarhat Rooh Afza, India's best selling Unani tonic, is a case in point. The tonic is not 
mentionedd in any of the canons of the Greek-Arabic medical tradition. Instead it was developed in 
19077 by Hakim Abdul Majeed, the founder of Hamdard. Though Rooh Afza is not a traditional med
icinee in the strict sense, according to Hamdard the product combines 'the essence and virtues' of 'tra
ditionall syrups'.m Nowadays Rooh Afza makes up approximately one third of Hamdard's profits. As 
welll as in the marketing of Dabur Chyawanprash a blend of traditional and modern science is used 
too legitimise the product: 

Thee unique preparation with herbs, vital elements and natural vitamins. Peoples favourite for 
overr 86 years with scientifically proven natural goodness that balances natural body processes, 
andd body fluids. Its unique ingredients cleanse the blood and correct deficiencies that lead to 
tiredness,, loss of appetite, anaemia and giddiness. Besides being extremely beneficial during 
vomiting,, dehydration, and heat exhaustion. Rooh Afza increases the calcium level in blood as 
well.. Strengthens bones and helps nerves and muscles function efficiently."3 
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Roohh Afza is clothed with many images and ideas like science, art, Muslim hospitality - the product 
iss widely used by North Indian Muslims for breaking the fast during Ramadan - nature and beauty. 
Wee find most of these on the Rooh Afza calendar that Hamdard distributed in 1999. Next to pic-
turess of young women who are said to be 'completely natural', 'completely beautiful', 'completely 
happy'' and 'completely fit', glitter the names of prominent modern research institutes that have done 
researchh on the product such as the All Indian Institute of Medical Sciences. According to the cal-
endarr the product 'can actually cool body, mind and soul', is 'anabolic' and 'anti-stress' and 'stimu-
latess cardiovascular and central nervous system activity as well as regulates the balance of electrolytes 
inn the body'. The product's '92 year heritage' is also emphasised on this calendar. 

Alongg with their medicines the producers of Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals also market their 
medicall  systems. For example, a brochure of Zandu that mentions thirty-three of the company's best-
sellingg products, states: 

InIn the service of ailing humanity Zandu's Effective Ayurvedic medicines are based on time-test-
edd prescriptions by India's ancient physician sages of the Aryan era. Effectively revived with 
intensivee research of the ancient blended with modern know-how. (...) The essence of Zandu's 
successs lies in the firm belief that Ayurveda propounds no mere technique of herbal or mineral 
cure,, but lays down a whole philosophy of human life and living with a view to the preservation 
andd building of a positive health and happiness, development of immunity to disease, longevity 
andd preservation of youth."4 

Apartt from evoking traditional culture and modern science Zandu legitimises its products by stating 

thatt they belong to a holistic medical tradition. 

Indeed,, the spectrum of ideas and images evoked by the industry is wide. However after comparing 
manyy advertisements and brochures, of which only a few examples have been given, two themes 
emerge.. The first theme symbolised by the rishi sitting in a test tube is the embracing of both tradi-
tionn and modernity. It is not too difficult to detect in the printed material as well as in the conver-
sationss with managers and other employees of the industry the importance of both concepts. What 
kindd of images and ideas are used by the industry to express that their products are both traditional 
andd modern? How do they argue the authenticity of their products in a context in which western 
medicinee has the upper hand in terms of prestige and power? The second theme is the naturalness 
andd wholesomeness that the producers claim for their products. At first sight this looks obvious. 
Indeed,, everywhere producers of herbal and mineral remedies are capitalising on the fear induced by 
thee side effects of 'chemical' pharmaceuticals. However, in the Indian context at least there is more 
too this. Underneath an instrumental discourse on the dangers of reductionism and the advantages of 
holismm we can detect a moral discourse about human affinities with at its centre the construction of 
'naturalness'' and 'wholesomeness'. 
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4.22 Traditio n and Modernit y 

Religiouss and historical images are used by the industry to anchor Indian pharmaceuticals in tradi-
tionall  culture. For example, the modern plastic container of Dabur Chyawanprash shows a rishi sit-
tingg in the Himalayas and a 'free, fact-filled booklet' for its promotional claims that cyavanapras is 
'fromm the oldest living system of health care'.115 These images appeal to Indian people because every-
onee is familiar with the Ramayana. In this Hindu epic the monkey king Hanuman flies to the 
Himalayass to collect the herbs to save Lakshman, the brother of Lord Rama who is the hero of the 
epic,, from dying. The streets were empty when this epic was shown on television in 1987-8. The 
Himalayass represent the abode of potent medical herbs while a rishi denotes superior knowledge 
aboutt life. Most certainly these images will be part of the attraction Dabur Chyawanprash holds in 
thee eyes of the Indian public. Zandu associates its products with traditional culture by emphasising 
itss relationship with 'a philanthropic and famous Ayurvedic physician from Jamnagar, a district in 
Gujarat'' who 'was popular by his nickname Zandu'."" According to Zandu this physician 'was the 
Rajvaidyaa (royal physician, M.B.) to Raja Jam Vibha, then king of JamnagarV,? Zandu uses a picture 
off  Dhanvantari, the Hindu god of medicine, to link its products to Indian traditional culture. On the 
backk of one of its brochures we see Dhanvantari, 'Zandu's Symbol of Purity and Effectiveness in 
Medicine',, rising out of the ocean with a container holding Amruth, the nectar of immortality. As 
Zanduu tells us in Hindu mythology Dhanvantari is one of the gifts the gods provided to humanity 
byy churning the ocean. Indeed, Amruth denotes the god-given nature of Ayurvedic medicines. The 
sunn and the moon are present in 'The 10 Minute Guide to Ayurveda' that Dabur published around 
1995.. In Hinduism, the sun and the moon are deities as well as basic semantic opposites. Among 
manyy other things they represent heat and coolness that people who have some basic knowledge 
aboutt Ayurveda will immediately associate with pitta (bile) and kapha (phlegm), two of the Ayurvedic 
humours.. Gods, rishis and the Indian sastras (sciences), also play a prominent role in Ayurveda 
Authentica,, a Cd-Rom for the promotion of Ayurveda that Dabur released in 1998. The cover of the 
Cd-Romm evokes Indian traditional culture through the phrase 'Discover India's ancient secrets for 
healthh and healing'. The producers of Unani pharmaceuticals also refer to traditional culture. The 
Korann and the crescent moon decorate the packaging and the promotional materials of the products 
off  the Ajmal Khan Tibbiya (medical) College Dawakhana (pharmacy), a Unani pharmacy that is part 
off  the Unani medical college of Aligarh Muslim University, one of the largest Muslim universities in 
thee world. Though the products of Hamdard do not carry religious symbols, the use of Urdu poetry 
forr the promotion of Rooh Afza links the product to Delhi's pre-independence Muslim culture that 
sufferedd greatly in the aftermath of partition. The majority of Delhi's Muslim population left for 
Pakistann shortly before and after this nation was created in 1947. The absence of religious symbols 
inn the marketing of Hamdard could be due to Hindu sensitivity towards Islam. Instead of Islam 
Hamdardd uses Unani tibh to link its products to tradition. The 'centuries old Unani system of med-
icine'' as well as ancient physicians like ibn Sina and Galen feature in the promotional material of the 
company.1166 Sculptures at the entrance of the head office of Hamdard at Asaf Ali road, just on the 
borderr of old and New Delhi, aim at anchoring Hamdard in world medical history. Among the sculp-
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turess we find Abdul Majeed, the founder of Hamdard, in the company of the prominent Unani physi-

ciann and freedom fighter Ajmal Khan and classical medical authorities such as Hippocrates, Galen 

andd ibn Sina. These statues denote Unani tibb's shared ancestry with Arabic and classical Western 

medicine. . 

Doo all these images of traditional culture mean that Unani and Ayurvedic medicines are things of the 
past?? Certainly not, for example in an advertisement for a 'brain tonic' the Central Drug Research 
Institute,, a modern research centre based in Lucknow, is mentioned alongside the Rig Veda, the old-
estt of the four Vedas holding the greatest authority within Hinduism."9 In the introduction to its lat-
estt therapeutic index Hamdard promises to open 'the doors of research' and enter 'an expansive 
worldd of discovery and research'.120 Images of modern research and production technology are as 
importantt for the marketing of Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals as are references to tradition. 
Pestless and mortars are placed next to computers. A rishi is sitting in a test tube. Deified planets are 
combinedd with pictures of the latest equipment for chemical laboratory analyses. Company 
brochuress contain pictures of modern factory buildings and halls equipped with modern production 
machineryy such as huge metallic containers, electric ovens and packing machines. Almost all pro-
motionall  material of large manufacturers contain references to modern laboratory and clinical 
research.. For instance, Dabur's booklet for Chyawanprash, the tonic named after the consummated 
sage,, mentions research on the product by the Banaras Hindu University.121 Modern medical journals 
suchh as the Journal of the National Integrated Medical Association and the Indian Practitioner are 
referredd to in a brochure for Livotrit , Zandu's liver tonic.122 Hamdard too is keen to offer modern sci-
entificc data to 'validate' or 'authenticate' its products. To boost the scientific image of its products 
Hamdardd offers monetary rewards to scientists who do research on its best-selling products. Research 
monographss have been published on its 'super star product' Rooh Afza as well as on its 'star prod-
ucts'' Cinkara, a herbal tonic containing 'vitamins, minerals and trace elements', and Safi (pure, just), 
Hamdard'ss 'blood purifier for the treatment of skin diseases'. These studies are published as 
Hamdardd National Foundation Monographs. Since the 1970s Hamdard has been developing a new 
sciencee called Elementology that seeks to provide a modern epistemological base for its products. 
Internationall  conferences devoted to Elementology have been organised and occasionally Nobel prize 
winnerss have been invited to provide international glamour. With the profits of its products 
Hamdardd has built its own university in New Delhi. Jamia Hamdard (Hamdard University) is 
equippedd with laboratories and a hospital for conducting research on Unani and Ayurvedic medi-
cines.. Zandu and Dabur also have their own laboratories for researching their products. Indeed, to 
validatee their products the producers of Ayurvedic and Unani medicines use modern research. Is this 
aa new phenomenon caused by accelerated globalisation after the opening up of the Indian economy 
inn the late 1980s and early 1990s? The answer should be negative because already in the nineteenth 
centuryy it was propagated that if Ayurveda and Unani wanted to survive these '...native systems 
shouldd be studied historically and discriminated critically' (Kumar 1997: 168). Indian medical sys-
temss should improve by borrowing from modern medicine, 'the epistemological other'. Consequently 
dissectionn and modern pharmacological research became part of these medical traditions. This trend 
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continuedd after independence with the creation of the Central Council of Research in Indian 
Medicinee by the Indian government in 1970. Also R.N. Chopra, a modern pharmacologist and the 
chairmann of the first official commission on Indian Systems of Medicine that advised the Indian gov-
ernmentt in 1947, propagated the use of modern pharmacology because 

.... there are sure to be others (indigenous medicines, M.B.) of littl e therapeutic value that are 
givenn merely because they are mentioned in some old manuscripts, and no one has taken the 
troublee to confirm the truth of these statements. Attempts must be made to separate the good 
oness from the useless ones and for this a systematic investigation of these drugs must be under-
takenn (Chopra et al. 1958: 5-6). 

Howw could 'certain spurious and superfluous formulations' creep into what has been called bv 
Hamdardd 'the vast treasure house of medicines? 123 This was explained by a theory of decline as part 
off  a revival movement that started in Bengal in the nineteenth century. These revivalists thought of 
India'ss medical traditions as '... ruins that testified to a glorious past' and they propagated '... the 
revitalisationn of tradition through modernity' (Leslie 1976: 362). Though Hindus and Muslims think 
off  different periods when they spoke of a glorious past when Ayurveda and Unani tibb flourished, 
bothh communities hold foreign rule responsible for their decline. Apart from justifying modern 
researchh for sifting the wheat from the chaff, this theory of decline implies the greatness of Indian 
medicine.. 'A system that survived so many onslaughts must have a lot to offer', was the comment of 
thee manager product development of Dabur (manager product development of Dabur Research 
Foundation,, interview Ghaziabad 1997 November 4.) This theory of decline as well as the past glory 
thatt is an integral part of it is still very much alive in the promotional material of the industry. For 
example,, in the inaugural issue of the English version of its magazine Ayurved-Vikas (lit. the 
Developmentt of Ayurveda), Dabur explains the present subordinated state of Ayurveda by 'inva-
sions'' having 'disastrous effects on various aspects of ancient sciences'.124 In the same article the hey-
dayy of Ayurveda is located in the Buddhist period which is projected as the period in Indian history 
inn which 'basic human values' and 'the logical sciences' were prominent. Also Zandu's svmbol 
Dhanvantari,, the Hindu god of medicine, refers to a period when Indian civilisation was at its zenith. 
AA theory of former greatness is also part of the discourse within Unani tibb. 'Unani declined, because 
thee British suppressed educated Muslims culturally, educationally and economically' I was told by 
thee superintendent of the Unani wing of the teaching hospital of Jamia Hamdard (superintendent of 
thee Unani tibb section of the Majeedia hospital, Jamia Hamdard, interview Delhi 1999 March 11). 
Indeed,, Unani tibb is often linked to the glories of the Indian Mogul empire. By associating their 
mediciness with a glorious past the producers of Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals legitimise their 
products. . 

Whenn modern science is the 'arbiter' does this mean that Ayurveda and Unani tibb are just adapting 
too biomedicine? This question has often been answered in the affirmative. For instance, Leslie has 
arguedd convincingly that modern Ayurveda, created through the professionalisation of the field in the 
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nineteenthh and twentieth century, differs from classical Ayurveda of the first millennium AD, as well 
ass from the 'traditional culture' Ayurveda that marked the second millennium up to the nineteenth 
centuryy (Leslie 1976; see also Leslie 1992, Leslie 1977). In his view modern Ayurveda has many 
thingss in common with the way biomedicine is taught and practised in India. For instance, modern 
sciencee dominates Ayurvedic and Unani colleges while the prescription of Western pharmaceuticals 
andd biomedical disease categories are part and parcel of 'indigenous practice'. Likewise, other social 
scientistss like Bala and Banerjee have argued that Indian systems of medicine have become stan-
dardisedd through their interaction with biomedicine and modernity at large (Banerjee 1995; Bala 
1991).. According to Banerjee, Ayurveda has become 'formatted' and 'co-opted' by the 'capitalist 
enterprise'' that she sees as typical of colonial and post-colonial India. However, at the marketing level 
adaptationn and resistance to biomedicine are paradoxically linked. For example, the slogans 'right 
effect,, no side effect' and 'from deep within' that are used by Dabur represent a critique on Western 
medicines.. Ayurvedic as well as Unani medicines are marketed as natural medicines without harm-
full  side effects. Modern medicines 'have played havoc with the natural power of resistance of the 
humann system', says the marketing brochure on Safi, Hamdard's 'blood purifier'. Modern drugs 
causee 'unheard of allergies and loss of immunity', because they testify to a 'one symptom-one drug-
onee action-mindset'.121 With these slogans the industry addresses the fear of side effects of modern 
medicines.. According to the marketing manager of Hamdard using modern medicines is like 'print-
ingg money to fight inflation' because 'western medicines cure on the one hand and make you sick on 
thee other' (marketing manager of Hamdard, interview Delhi 1999 March 25). 'Taking western med-
iciness is like an addiction because it never stops', was the comment of an Ayurvedic physician who 
runss an outpatient clinic owned by a South Indian manufacturer of Ayurvedic medicines (head physi-
ciann of the outpatient clinic of the Arya Vaidya Pharmacy, interview Delhi 1997 October 28). Next 
too presenting Indian indigenous medicines as safe alternatives they also claim to be more effective in 
thee long run. While 'western medicine focuses mainly on the symptoms and not the cause of the 
illness'1266 Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals are marketed as medicines that fortify the immune sys-
temm and therefore work 'from deep within'. These medicines have 'the right effect' because by regu-
latingg digestion and blood formation they take care of the formation of healthy humours and tissues. 
Indiann medicines 'balance' organs, 'lubricate' tissues and 'clean' canals. Indeed, Indian physiology 
explainss the efficacy of Ayurvedic and Unani medicines. They are said to fortify the innate human 
powerr for conserving health and fighting disease. 

4.33 Natural Medicines 

Ayurvedicc and Unani pharmaceuticals are represented as 'completely natural'. Natural ingredients 
suchh as fruits, flowers, vegetables, leaves, roots and minerals decorate labels, advertisements and pro-
motionall  material for them. The Dabur company has chosen a tree as its company logo and 
Hamdard'ss brochures discuss the health benefits of the natural ingredients found in its products. In 
Ayurved-Vikas,, Dabur's health magazine, a lot of attention is devoted to the medical properties of 
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'Indiann plant drugs' such as nim, tulsi and amla. A few years ago the firm Zandu added a leaf to its 
companyy logo to emphasis the natural quality of its products. As natural medicines Ayurvedic and 
Unanii  pharmaceuticals are presented as green alternatives to 'modern curative agents' that are 
labelledd 'synthetic'.1" The safety and efficacy of these medicines is guaranteed because their 'ingre-
dientss are so well balanced that they cancel out possibly harmful effects on one another while bring-
ingg out - even boosting - the curative properties of each'.'2*  Next to synergy - the joint action of med-
icall  ingredients as well as organ systems - immunity and vitality which are closely connected within 
modernn Ayurveda and Unani tibb, are important markers of contemporary Indian health traditions. 
Too communicate the latter two concepts Hamdard uses the slogan 'hamara angrakshak' (our body-
guard)) in its marketing of cyavanapras. Both immunity-vitality and synergy are argued on technical 
grounds.. In the case of immunity and vitality, terms such as free radicals, anti-oxidants, kapha slesh-
mama (anabolic function) and ojas (vital energy)1*  which belong to different knowledge systems, are 
usedd simultaneously But this technical discourse - clothed in biomedical as well as humoral terms -
iss at the same time, or at a deeper level, a moral discourse about 'vvholesomeness' and 'naturalness' 
inn which 'divine intelligence' and the natural order of the universe are important images. 

Thee animated life force is central to the natural philosophy that forms the epistemological base of 
Indiann health traditions.130 This paradigm offers explicit guidelines for an appropriate way of living 
markedd by 'naturalness', 'appropriateness' and 'vvholesomeness'.m Indeed, vaidyas and hakims are 
naturalistss who claim that their cures are based on both the products and the laws of nature. Both 
aree seen as god-given. They are not based upon the mechanism of natural selection of modern sci-
encee but upon a master plan. Indian health traditions represent the human body as a canopy of the 
soull  and hold its owner responsible for keeping it in good shape. At the same time it is the task of 
thee physician to provide patients with guidelines that seek to bring the body back to its natural state, 
i.e.. health.132 This places Ayurveda and Unani tibb in contrast to biomedicine as a laboratory science 
whichh sees illness as a natural object that can be manipulated by positivistic research designs and 
high-techh medical treatment. To emphasise the philosophical and spiritual status of their medical sys-
tems,, the producers of Indian pharmaceuticals state that their products embody a 'whole philosophy 
off  life and living'133 and conquer the evil of disease. For example, in one of its brochures, Zandu 
phrasedd it like this: 

Thee God of Science of Ayurveda, Dhanvantari, with a pitcher containing Amruth (Nectar of 
Ambrosia),, emerging out of the ocean, has a mythical significance to the great event of Samudra 
Manthann (churning of the Oceans), referred to in the Ved, Puranas and ancient Hindu literature. 
Thee emergence of Dhanvantari symbolizes the victory of whatever good and noble over evil.134 

Zanduu tells us that health conquers disease because its sacred medicines contain and activate the life 
forcee and therefore restore the body's natural order. In natural philosophies such as Ayurveda and 
Unanii  tibb disease is seen as preternatural, i.e. not part of the 'natural order of things'. Treatment 
triess to restore the balance between the humours which, during illness, have degenerated from pillars 
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thatt support the body into substances that undermine it. It is revealing that the Ayurvedic word for 
humourr is dosa, which literally means 'fault' and 'trouble'.13' Medicines and, dietary and behaviour-
all  guidelines aim at balancing somatic components such as humours, tissues and organs. When bod-
ilyy order has been restored the body's self-healing capacity automatically returns. Hence, it is argued 
thatt systems such as Ayurveda and Unani tibb do not force the body but rather guide it back to 'its 
naturall  pace of disintegration'. Likewise the phrase 'He is the healer' on top of Unani prescriptions 
indicatess that medicines are 'only helpers from the outside' for activating the inner healing force. 
Howeverr as I have noted before, this capacity for self-healing only works well in an ordered body 
whichh means that the humoral balance and the life force are closely connected. By restoring the indi-
viduall  balance known as dehaprakriti in Ayurveda or tabiyat in Unani tibb, Indian therapeutic agents 
aree said to create the stamina to fight disease. Is this animated life force identical to the biomedical 
conceptss of immunity and disease resistance which are linked to anti-bodies and vitamins? According 
too the head of the Department of History of Medicine of Hamdard University, the life force tran-
scendss these western concepts because although 

thee working of organ systems such as respiration, digestion and evacuation can be explained in 
physiologicall  terms, these bodily functions are controlled by a conscious agent which cannot be 
named,, measured or located (interview Delhi 1999 March 5).'3ü 

Indeed,, according to those involved in Indian health traditions somatic integration eventually 
dependss upon a life force endowed with volition. This is not in contrast with the idea that natural 
substancess such as herbs and minerals can restore health. On the contrary, as we have seen these 
'material'' substances are effective exactly because they are designed according to a master plan and 
thereforee contain the life force that pervades the universe. This is in line with Indian traditional con-
ceptionss of the body in which the spiritual and the material are arranged in a hierarchy 

Ass we have seen, Indian medial traditions are based on a natural philosophy which provides guide-
liness for a healthy life that, by definition, is in harmony with the sacred, natural order. Ayurveda and 
Unanii  tibb provide a moral code which takes care of individual and social hygiene. Healthy bodies 
makee a 'healthy' society and vice versa. Hence corrupted societies and corrupted bodies are dialecti-
callyy related. Violation of the 'natural' code will lead to illness as illustrated by an Indian story in 
whichh the god Soma, the Moon, is punished for breaking a social rule. Because of an excessive pas-
sionn for one of his wives Soma neglects his other spouses. Consequently the deified planet looses his 
unctuousness,, which is closely related to vital energy, and becomes emaciated. Only by promising to 
behavee properly in the future is the Moon restored to health. Indeed, according to Indian health tra-
ditionss the body wastes away when the 'natural' rules of life which are engraved in the social code of 
aa 'healthy' society, are violated.137 Ignoring these rules brings a person into the state of vikriti  (disor-
der,, impairment of health). Because of a close association between the somatic and social order, 
Ayurvedaa as well as Unani tibb are tailored to provide a vehicle to criticise contemporary Indian soci-
etyy and western therapeutic drugs that nowadays have a prominent place in Indian health care. On 
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thee level of medical traditions the marketing manager of Hamdard stated: 'Indian medicines do not 
havee the side effects of western drugs, because our natural products embody traditional Indian val-
uess which lead to health' (interview Delhi February 1999). As I have argued in the previous section 
off  this chapter, Indian medicines refer to the glory of the past when India was not a poor developing 
countryy but the epitome of civilisation. In contrast, the present is known as the Kali Yuga (the peri-
odd of darkness) when 'immorality' rules the world. It is a time marked by 'the blurring of categories' 
andd confusion about the right code of conduct. Indeed, a critique on western medicines easily 
becomess a critique on modernity and a glorification of Indian traditional culture in which people are 
saidd to have followed the 'natural' rules for somatic, mental, spiritual and social hygiene. 

Ass a metonym for westernisation, city life is criticised for providing an environment which denies 
peoplee the means for a 'natural' life and therefore leads to somatic and mental stress. For example, 
accordingg to a Zandu publication entitled Swasth Jivan (Healthy Life), the environment of contem-
poraryy Indian cities undermines the three pillars of health which are: wholesome diet, undisturbed 
sleepp and 'sexual abstinence', i.e. the practice of sexuality according to social rules which usually 
meanss marital sexual relations (Lata 1990: 2). Vaidya Lata - the author of this Hindi work that also 
listss a selection of Zandu's products -states that these three guardians of health conflict with modern 
lif ee which is marked by 'mental and environmental pollution' (interview 1996 April 17). Returning 
too a 'natural' life-style, of which the consumption of Ayurvedic medicines is just one aspect, is offered 
ass a solution for the ill s of modernity. Likewise Dabur claims that 'the answer is now Ayurveda' 
becausee its medicines offer the antidote against: 

.... today's fast and competitive world ... [in which] stress and strain tell upon our health, our 
diett has become more synthetic and even the modern therapeutic agents are synthetic exposing 
uss to toxins, resulting in various disorders.1114 

Apartt from critique on the synthetic character of western medicines and the modern, artificial life-
stylee to which they are said to belong, Dabur propagates the idea that its Ayurvedic preparations fight 
thee venom created by a modern life-style. Indeed, Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals provide a vehi-
clee to criticise westernisation while also offering a solution for the health hazards caused by 'modern 
things'' such as fast food, alcoholic drinks and excessive ambition. In the same line, Dabur's popular 
magazine,, ayurved-vikas, blames 'the anger of city life' for 'modern' diseases such as hypertension, dia-
betess and impotence. In the same article the author strongly suggests that the city makes people 
pronee to disease while its unnatural life deprives people of their inner healing force. Because of its 
'unnaturalness'' the city is called a 'non-environment' where the inhabitants live a 'machine life' that 
takess away their vitality and vigour. Within Indian health traditions diminishment of both natural 
forcess is closely connected to disease as a brochure for Hamdard's sexual tonic Lahmina illustrates: 

.... tiresome, demanding life of modern man can lead to general debility, listlessness, high blood 
pressuree and a weak heart. And naturally, this weakness can drastically affect a man's sex life. 
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Inn this fragment weakness and sexual impotence as its most powerful image, is once more tied to 
modernity.. Just as in the examples above, Hamdard's tonic embodies a critique of modernity while 
att the same time its producers promise relief from its ills. In the same line Dabur promises that its 
cyavanaprascyavanapras will provide '... the strength to fight and win the daily battle for survival'.139 Indeed, 
Indiann medicines are offered as antidotes against 'the poison of modernisation' (Bode 1998). 

Withinn Indian symbolic contexts the spiritual and the material are not exclusive categories but part 
off  a hierarchy in which matter is potentiated by the metaphysical realm. Nature and its products have 
bothh supernatural and physical dimensions, which are not as rigidly separated as they are in the 
West.. When the producers of Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals claim superiority in terms of safe-
tyy and efficacy they also refer to a metaphysical domain which is as real to them as the modern world 
containingg their factories and laboratories. 

Concludingg Remarks 

Largee producers of Indian indigenous pharmaceuticals shape Indian medical systems such as 
Ayurvedaa and Unani tibb. Their use of modern product forms such as capsules, pills and syrups as 
welll  as sophisticated production and packing technology have changed the outlook of Indian bio-
ceuticals.. This modern image of Indian health products has been reinforced by marketing schemes, 
heavyy advertising in media such as television and glossy magazines as well as laboratory research. By 
updatingg their products the three companies which are the focus of this chapter have changed the 
archaicc image of Ayurveda and Unani tibb away from the domain of vaidyas and hakims dealing in out-
datedd ideas and products. They have made these 'traditional' systems contemporary. Hence for many 
Indianss indigenous medicines are no longer substances prepared and prescribed by traditional heal-
erss but modern over-the-counter products used for self-medication. In this chapter I have described 
andd analysed the images of nature, tradition and modernity that are part of the projection of Indian 
mediciness in advertising media. In this discourse, technical and ethical arguments are intertwined. 
Nextt to embodying a hybrid technical discourse in which notions such as 'synergy', 'cleaning', 'lym-
phocytes'' and 'anti-oxidants' coexist, Indian medicines also refer to a moral discourse in which 
modernityy is said to corrupt the body's disease resistance. 

Increasinglyy the consumption of Indian medicines has become an urban middle-class phenomenon. 
Consequentlyy the importance of Indian medicines for diseases such as cholera, elephantiasis and 
goitregoitre - health hazards that mainly affect the poor - has diminished. Nowadays, the industry proj-
ectss its products as safe and effective remedies for both chronic and common ailments. The rise of 
chronicc diseases among the Indian middle classes as well as the popularity of preventive health prod-
uctss among these groups has created a favourable epidemiological context for Indian indigenous 
pharmaceuticals.. Because many of these new consumers have a modern education the producers of 
Indiann pharmaceuticals cannot only refer to traditional medical authorities for the marketing of their 
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products.. Therefore, to legitimise their products the industry 'has added science to culture' (assis-
tantt manager Dabur Research Foundation, interview Ghaziabad 1999 March 24; by which he means 
thatt they are 'reworked' by laboratory and clinical research (see Chapter Three). The action mecha-
nismss of Indian medicines are both their researched chemical properties as well as their traditional 
andd divine nature. They derive their power from a sacred and glorified past as well as from modern 
science.. Indeed, like contemporary Indian culture indigenous medicines and the medical traditions 
too which they belong are hybrid phenomena. 

Inn India it is often said that medical traditions such as Ayurveda and Unani tibb incorporate modern 
medicinee in the sense that Ayurveda is the mother of all medical systems and Unani tibb has adhered 
too the truths of Hippocrates and Galen which biomedicine has forgotten. This demonstrates that in 
thee Indian arena traditional and modern medical traditions are not considered to be exclusive. From 
anotherr angle it can be argued that Indian medical systems can be pictured as local modernities (see 
Chapterr Five). This should not lead us to a denial of medical pluralism in the sense that all medical 
optionss available in India can be reduced to the same thing. In this chapter I have tried to demon-
stratee that Indian medical traditions have ideas and products that differ from biomedical ones. For 
instance,, because Ayurveda and Unani tibb are based upon a natural philosophy, which includes 
prescriptionss for a 'wholesome' life, patients are held responsible for their diseases. In these modern 
traditionss illness is eventually ascribed to a damaged divine life force caused by violating the 'natu-
ral'' laws of individual and social life. Within this discourse modern life weakens bodies and makes 
themm susceptible to disease. Ayurvedic and Unani pharmaceuticals are marketed as products that can 
protectt and cure the body from the consequences of an 'unwholesome' way of living marked by the 
consumptionn of 'synthetic' food and medicines, competition and environmental pollution. 
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